
























They say comics will break your heart but comics will also mend 
your soul.

The best stories have that power and we need to do better for 
the people creating them.

That brings us to Magma Comix.

Our vision is to tell extraordinary stories that move and entertain 
mature audiences across the globe.

To accomplish this, Magma is committed to empowering 
creators with the freedom and support necessary to make their 
100% creator-owned passion projects.

We are also constantly reimagining how to ful�ll our promise 
to deliver a consistent, on-time line of titles produced to the 
highest standards.

Magma is blessed to be partnered with such a variety of talented 
creators and hard-working retailers and distributors. But we all 
have at least one thing in common:

A burning love for comics in our hearts and souls.

Welcome to the Melting Pot.

Denton J. Tipton
San Diego, 2024
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MAGMA LAUNCH TITLESMAGMA LAUNCH TITLESMAGMA LAUNCH TITLES

THE SCALE TRADE
cover a: megan huang
variant: max dunbar
incentive: walter simonson

SILICON BANDITS
cover a: dalibor talajić
variant: goran parlov
incentive: mike deodato

THE PRINCIPLES OF NECROMANCY
cover a: eamon winkle
variant: jana heidersdorf
incentive: darick robertson
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